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On the Nature of Computation - Early Modern Ideas on Computation

Geometric Problem Solving

There are two historic roots:
(geometric) problem solving and proof theory

I Commandino’s Latin translation of
Pappus’ Collection 1588

I Geometrical problem solving: analysis +
synthesis

I Classification: plane, solid and line-like
problems

I Quadrature of the circle
I Algebraic methods: Viète’s Logistica

speciosa or Algebra nova

A plano
B

subducere Z quadratum
G

residua erit A planum in G−Z quadrato in B
B in G

I Kepler’s critique
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On the Nature of Computation - Early Modern Ideas on Computation

Descartes’ Geometry

I “Pappus’ problem”: Descartes’ solution
convinced him that there is an equivalence
between the degree of an equation and the
complexity of the curves.

I The method of geometrical problem solving
in the Geometry:
1. algebraic equation
2. reduction to irreducible equation
3. standard form
4. (explicit) constructing procedures

I Construction: by the intersection of the
simplest possible, “geometrically
acceptable” curves

I Generation of curves: tracing by motion,
pointwise construction and tracing methods
involving strings

I Algebraic equation:
anxn + an−1xn−1 + · · ·+ a1x+ a0 = 0
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On the Nature of Computation - Early Modern Ideas on Computation

Descartes’ Theory of Computation

I Analysis + synthesis
I Algorithms vs. computation
I What is constructible?
I Constructible numbers ⊂ algebraic

numbers
I Appeal to real and imaginary instruments
I Epistemological/methodological concerns



On the Nature of Computation - Early Modern Ideas on Computation

Descartes on Methodology

I By a method I mean reliable rules which are easy to apply, and such that if
one follows them exactly, one will never take what is false to be true or
fruitlessly expend one’s mental efforts, but will gradually and constantly
increase one’s knowledge till one arrives at a true understanding of
everything within one’s capacity.

I Two basic operations: intuition (intuitus) and deduction (deductio).
I Intuition is the indubitable conception of a clear and attentive mind which

proceeds solely from the light of reason.
I Deduction: a continuous and uninterrupted movement of thought in which

each individual proposition is clearly intuited.
I The whole method consists entirely in the ordering and arranging of the

objects on which we must concentrate our mind’s eye if we are to discover
some truth. We shall be following this method exactly if we first reduce
complicated and obscure propositions step by step to simpler ones, and then,
starting with the intuition of the simplest ones of all, try to ascend through
the same steps to a knowledge of all the rest.

I Mathesis universalis: ideas → magnitudes → geometry



On the Nature of Computation - The Emergence of Modern Computation Theory

The Hilbert Programme

I “Foundational crisis of mathematics”:
Logicism, Intuitionism

I Axioms: certain formulas that serve as
building blocks for the formal system of
mathematics.

I Consistency, completeness and
independence of the axiomatic system
→ Entscheidungsproblem

I Axioms of the finite domain + “transfinite
axioms”

I Formalisation of metamathematics:
primitive recursive functions

I “Effectively computable”: general recursive
functions, Church’s λ-calculus?
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Primitive Recursive Functions

(I) The zero function, Z(x) = 0 for all x.

(II) The successor function, N(x) = x + 1
for all x.

(III) The projection functions,
Un

i (x1, ..., xn) = xi for all x1, ..., xn.

(IV) Substitution:

f(x1, ..., xn) =
g(h1(x1, ..., xn), ..., hm(x1, ..., xn)).

(V) Recursion:

f(x1, ..., xn, 0) = g(x1, ..., xn)

f(x1, ..., xn, y + 1) = h(x1, ..., xn, y, f(x1, ..., xn, y)).

(VI) Restricted µ-Operator : Gives the least
number y such that g(x1, ..., xn, y) = 0
for any (x1, ..., xn) of a function
g(x1, ..., xn, y).
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Turing machine that can simulate arbitrary Turing machine with arbitrary
input
→ Halting problem: Is there a Turing machine H that decides for any other
machine T with input x whether it halts or not?
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Church-Turing Thesis



On the Nature of Computation - What is Computation?

Notions of “Computation”

I Standard models: Turing machine, hierarchy of automata
I In (biological) sciences: Metapher, “Information-processing”
I Non-standard models: Analog machines, BSS-model, neural networks,

cellular automata, dynamical systems, etc.



On the Nature of Computation - Early Modern Ideas on Computation

Descartes’ Geometry

(Piccinini 2007, 2008, 2010)
I Against the “semantic view”:

“mechanistic” view on computation.

I “(Digital) computation”: ‘Manipulation
of input strings, depending on the
digits’ type and their location on the
string, in accordance with a rule defined
over the strings.”

I “Classical computation”: 1.)
sentence-like strings of digits, 2.)
following an algorithm, an effective,
step-by-step procedure

I Analog computers and certain neural
networks do not compute.

I This view of “computation” is both too
wide and too narrow.

I Computation: “information processing”
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On the Nature of Computation

Philosophical Literature

I (Shagrir 2006, 2010)
I Computation allows to explain how certain systems can perform

“semantic tasks”.
I Practise in the brain and cognitive sciences: explain

“computational” features by “information-processing
mechanisms”.

I Analog computers compute.
I One should clearly distinguish between the syntactic and

semantic aspects of computation.
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Cellular Automata

I What is the role of the observer?

I Let’s look at a concrete model to address these questions.

I Cellular automata
I models in physics and biology
I dynamical and computational systems
I decentralized memory, parallel processing
I computational universality
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Elementary Cellular Automata

I Infinite/finite one-
dimensional lattice of cells which can be
in 2 states and interact with nearest
neighbours.

I Local transition rules of ECA:
111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

256 ECA rules, numbered by decimals,
but only 88 independent ECA rules.

I Space-time patterns
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Computational Universality

I ECA as computational devices: input
processed by local transition rule to an
output.

I Universal Turing machine: can simulate
any other Turing machine.

I ECA rule 110 has been proven by
(Cook 2004) to be universal: For given,
non-empty words u, v, w, x ∈ {0, 1} it is
r.e. complete to decide whether the
configuration ...uuwvv... evolves into a
configuration that contains the word x.

I Alternative definitions of universality:
(Delvenne et al. 2006, 2009)

I Intrinsic universality: space-time
dynamics comprises the space-time
dynamics of any other CA, if rescaled
accordingly.
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I Classification by (Gilman 1987/ Kurka
2001): Every one-dimensional CA falls
exactly in one of the following classes:
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(K2) almost equicontinuous but not equicontinuous CA,
(K3) sensitive but not positively expansive CA,
(K4) positively expansive CA.

I Precise definition of chaotic behaviour:
(Devaney 2003).

I Full classification of ECA: (Schuele et al.
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Turing-universal rule 110 is in this class.
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I Flexibility of the input-output behaviour: a mere function

that maps one value to another value is not of interest to
computation.

I Excludes cases which we don’t regard as kinds of
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I Agrees well with standard computation theory but is not
reduced to it.

I Different forms of universality.
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I The role of the “observer”:
I Universality for CA and similar models: the dynamical process to be proven

universal + encoding of the input/decoding of the output.
I Process of encoding and decoding: computational process which must be simpler

than the actual, dynamical process, such as the evolution of a CA.

I Computational capacities of the “observer” should be weaker compared to the

computation that is being “observed”.

I Computational universality depends on the dynamical behaviour of the
underlying system: in the ECA case sensitivity and non-chaoticity

I Different definitions of universality correspond to different dynamical system
properties.

I On specific sets of initial configurations the behaviour is different.
I Filters allow for different behaviour.

I Noise in natural systems not adressed.

I “Edge of chaos” thesis (Langton 1990):
I Neither too simple nor chaotic dynamical behaviour is needed for computation.
I Not the chaotic systems but the intermittent systems are the most complex.

I Balance between the capability to process and to store information: Sensitivity

provides the flexibility, non-chaoticity stability.

I Candidates: Self-organized criticality has now been found in many natural
systems.
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I Simulation: computation has a representational character.
I Needs signs to represent objects, events or processes.
I Analog computation uses signs too.
I Computation is about solving problems by simulating the

problem with a more accessible system.

I Hierarchy: the mapping which allows for a simulation must be simpler
than the actual process carrying out the simulation or “computation”.

I “Observer”: some entity or process which provides the
“representation”.

I Computation is observer-relative: observer provides semantics.
I Observer as syntactical entity: must be weaker than the actual

“computation”.
I Computation is observer-independent: computational systems

must display certain “objective” properties.
I Universality: computational system must display some form of

universality.
I Calculation is not computation.
I Capacity to deal with different problems.
I Different notions of universality possible.
I Universality is both powerful and relative.
I Universality implies certain dynamical system properties.
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